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INTRODUCING THE NEW FIELDLINE MULTI-PURPOSE FIELD HAUL CASE™ 
Revolutionary New Design Brimming With Hunter-Friendly Features That Organize and Transport 

Your Vital Gear With Ease 
 
Fieldline®, the industry-leading company known for creating innovative packs and accessories for the avid 
outdoorsman, has brought together its hallmark of function and durability with comfort and versatility to produce its 
all-new Multi-purpose Field Haul Case™.   This low profile, reliable piece of equipment can ʻhaul it allʼ while 
providing organization for the quick and easy access needed whether youʼre on the range or in the field.   
 
Fieldlineʼs new Multi-purpose Field Haul Case helps you pack smart, so you can hunt and shoot even smarter.   
It features a spacious top-loading main compartment that measures 16”Wx11”Hx7”D, so you can reach in to find 
anything you may need at a momentʼs notice from GPS units, binoculars and range finders to ammunition, grunt 
calls and trail markers.  Its large zippered side pockets provide even more organization and storage for convenient 
access to gear while on the move.  Plus, its quick-access zippered front compartment opens up to a series of mesh 
organizer pockets — perfect for stashing smaller items such as cell phones, scents and tags while keeping these 
and other important items from getting lost in the shuffle.  Adding to the caseʼs incredibly convenient design are its 
large handy pull-strings, allowing zippers to open and close quickly and smoothly without a fuss.   
 
Like all Fieldline products, the new high-performance case is constructed with superior materials including sturdy 
SBS hardware that can stand up to whatever the harshest weather or the most intrepid outdoorsman can dish out — 
all while keeping your items protected even when trekking through dense bush or rough terrain.  Itʼs also just as 
convenient to transport as it is to access valuable gear from thanks to its adjustable webbing shoulder strap and soft 
padded handle with webbing reinforcement. 
 
The new Fieldline Multi-purpose Field Haul Case is available in Mossy Oak® Infinity and Realtree® All-Purpose 
camo, so hunters can seamlessly blend into any environment. 
 

For more information about the new Fieldline Multi-purpose Field Haul Case, or the companyʼs wide range of 
specialized packs for hunting and outdoor enthusiasts, contact Fieldline at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 
90032 • Telephone: (800) 438-3353 • Or visit www.fieldline.com. 
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